
Thursday, November 30, 2023

BC Care Provider of the Year Award
(Long-Term Care)

The BC Care Provider of the Year Award (Long-Term Care) is awarded to a care

provider employed by one of our members who has demonstrated a commitment to

quality, compassion, and excellence in delivering or supporting the delivery of care

to residents. 

Award recipients will be selected by the Events and Recognition Commitee. 

All nominees will be profiled on our website and will receive a certificate recognizing

their nomination. 

Award recipient will receive the following: 

Travel expenses to Victoria and two nights accomodation at the Fairmont

Empress Hotel

Engraved crystal heart trophy

Award certificate

Profile and recognition on the BC Care Providers Association website 

Nominator Name Jennifer Wright

Organization Trillium Communities Bevan Village

Nominator Job Title Executive Director

Nominator Phone Number 604-850-5416

Nominator Email j.wright@trilliumcommunities.com

Nominee Name Meena Singh

Organization Trillium Communities Bevan Village

Nominee Job Title Health Care Assistant

Nominee Email meena.s@shaw.ca

Nominee Phone Number 604-556-8597

Which health authority does the 
nominee work in?

Fraser Health Authority
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How has the individual demonstrated a commitment to quality, compassion, and excellence in 
delivering and/or supporting the delivery of care to one or more of your residents?   
Meena is a phenomenal health care assistant, constantly going above and beyond in the care of seniors. 
Meena has been working at Bevan Village for 30 years as a health care assistant. She is well respected by 
her colleagues, leaders and residents.  Meena consistently demonstrates exceptional dedication and 
compassion in her role. Meena demonstrates very keen attention to detail and a genuine concern for the 
well-being of our residents. Meena consistently provides a high standard of care. Meena has taken 
additional training to support her skills and abilities as a health care assistant. Meena is one of our trained 
Fit Testers at Bevan. 

Please provide specific examples of how the nominee goes above and beyond the scope of their 
job.   
Meena thinks ahead and plans for what's to come. Like going and getting an extra wheelchair when 
someone is going out to an appointment and they might need it. Grabbing extra supplies for colleagues. 
Meena takes an extra moment with residents whether she is their caregiver that day or not. Meena has 
exceptional communication skills and an empathetic approach to creating a supportive environment for 
both residents and colleagues   Meena is a true asset to our team, with the qualities of reliability, kindness, 
and professionalism. Meena is a wonderful mentor to our new employees and is often asked to orientate 
new hires. 

Please include brief testimonials or endorsements from peers and/or resident family members.  
We interviewed colleagues and residents at Bevan Village and this is what we heard. As expected 
everyone we talked to enjoys working with Meena or having her care for them. What a joy it is that she 
shares her heart and years of experience with all of us. 

What peers say about Meena:
' Takes initiative, thinks ahead, always bubbly and smiling.'
'Approachable, helpful, polite, and gentle'
'Very straightforward and takes time to provide great care'
'Hard worker, very helpful, great teammate'
'We can't say enough good things about Meena'
'Hard worker, great teammate'
'Responsible and respectful' 

What residents say about Meena
'Meena is absolutely wonderful'
'Patient, friendly and kind'
'Really nice person'
'Good with everyone'
'Take time to provide great care'
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Please upload a photo of the nominee
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